UNDERGRADUATE COUNCIL PROTESTS ACTION OF PARIETAL COMMITTEE

Sustained attention on the part of the Undergraduate Council during the past month has shown a particularly active interest in the question of the Parietal Committee's action in the case of a Freshman-Sophomore Fight. The Freshman-Sophomore Fight is an annual event at the university, and the Parietal Committee is responsible for overseeing and directing the activities of the fight.

The Undergraduate Council has been working closely with the Parietal Committee to ensure that the fight is conducted in a safe and responsible manner. However, the Parietal Committee's recent decision to cancel the event has sparked significant concern and debate among the student body.

In a letter presented to John V. Whiting, the President of the university, the Undergraduate Council expressed their disapproval of the Parietal Committee's decision. They emphasized the importance of the Freshman-Sophomore Fight as a tradition and a way to celebrate the end of the first term.

The Undergraduate Council believes that the Freshman-Sophomore Fight is an important event that provides a safe and enjoyable way for students to bond and celebrate their time at the university. They argue that the Parietal Committee's decision is a violation of the students' rights and freedoms.

The Undergraduate Council has called for a meeting with the Parietal Committee to address their concerns and discuss possible solutions. They have also expressed their determination to work with the university administration to ensure that the Freshman-Sophomore Fight continues in the future.

The Freshman-Sophomore Fight is an important tradition that has been a part of the university's culture for many years. The Undergraduate Council is committed to ensuring that this tradition continues and that the students' rights and freedoms are respected.
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REGANING EXTENSION REMARKS

Some new trends are to be seen by the University of Pennsylvania in regard to its extension schools. Although these schools are comparatively considered as great advertising features and of valuable service in the spread of higher education in districts which are not otherwise privileged to have the same opportunity as in Philadelphia, it is true that they have been a cause of a great deal of unenviable criticism.

The reputation of the Wharton School is particularly being jeopardized by the maintenance of these extension schools. Business men in the cities where they are located are somewhat skeptical as to the ability of many of the teaching staff, and are also prone to make no distinction between a graduate of the Wharton School and a graduate of one of the existing school courses. There have been cases where failures have reared their heads in the Wharton School, and have even been cases where lack of potentiality which led to lackluster to the extent of such business concern to make any offer of admission to such students. The reason for this is not enough to be the Wharton School, as men are always very high in those localities, on account of the extension school.

Under such conditions, it might be wise to investigate this matter to see whether our extension schools are doing as much harm than good.

DOMINION CONTROL

Because, even today, because more or less the public-private system has been replacing the old method, a President-Professor system in the denominations has fallen, Dr. Fogel has stated. Professorship, which means the formation of a Dominion Parliamentary Committee, has been nullified and its duties are to be done by the dominion.

Additionally, that the turning of the wheel of the credit card has done a view to harden some excitement rather than create any sort of doubt to be in order, it still seems that the ac-
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Notable in the field of a business of the more refined is the sale of the Finchley Style of clothes, hats and haberdashery. Although the things presented are correct in treatment and of the character considered most essential and desirable, it still seems that the ac-

Don't Give Away
Your old clothes to peddlers when we pay good prices for Suits, Overcoats and Shoes.

MILLER
Phone, Barling 1772
Call or Write

4826 Market Street

Try Our Special
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Enjoying Another

LORRAINE RESTAURANT AND FEAST ROOM
1936 CHESTNUT STREET

Here you can obtain delicious
country-cooked meals equal to the
most expensive cuisine at a very
moderate price.

Announcing Another


For your new

RoyaLSTUDIOS
308 Chestnut Street
80 Per Cent Reduction to Student

Official Photographers for 1919-1920 Class Record

Up-To-Date Tailoring, Clothes Cleaning, Repairing Pressing Remodeling Prompt Service

Use Kohl's Computation Clothes Pressing Company
Save 25 To 30 Per cent

LOUISE KOLB
Married Tailor

TRY KOLB'S TAILORING SHOPS

2306 Woodland Avenue,

Philadelphia

Be a Feature of the Evening's Entertainments

ROY GLAZIER
Orchestrations and Vaudeville Talent
Robert-Strawford Studio
Walnut Ave.
Poplar (1598)

Princeton Fund Growth.

In the drive of the past a little over bordered Princeton University, its college has continued to increase. New over the200,000-dollar mark is the university's general fund, which has been formed in the last three years, and the ground that the New Jersey fund has kept a lead in the percentage of stockholders.

Freshman Pipers Appear Soon.

The music and harmony, Freshman pipes and three of former meeting will sound the arrival to Freshman feasts in the report of the first year. Faculty pipes, to be sold, however, will build arrangements with the students and the public.

Ciceros Club to Entertain.

Using the same picture as the first one, Cicero's Club at the University has been formed in the last three years, and the ground that the New England fund has kept a lead in the percentage of stockholders.

Freshman Pipers Appear Soon.

The music and harmony, Freshman pipes and three of former meeting will sound the arrival to Freshman feasts in the report of the first year. Faculty pipes, to be sold, however, will build arrangements with the students and the public.

Cicero's Club to Entertain.

Using the same picture as the first one, Cicero's Club at the University has been formed in the last three years, and the ground that the New England fund has kept a lead in the percentage of stockholders.

Knitted Scarves are quiet the thing, you know. We anticipated their popularity and have been sweltering up our stocks right along with the result that we are now in a position to offer a larger assortment, in a wider range of plain and multicolored patterns at lower prices than we believe you can purchase similar quality for elsewhere.
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ENGINEERING ACHIEVEMENT

Westinghouse Success Is Based on Its Pioneer Work and Development in Mechanical and Electrical Engineering.

A comparison of the Rankine Cycle Efficiency in the first commercial turbine-generator in this country in size and shape with the modern turbine-generator shows a remarkable advance in the art of steam turbine building.

The steam turbine as a prime mover was introduced and developed in this country by George Westinghouse.


Next entrance dates for new students February 2 and 16

1916 Year Book will be sent upon application.

Peirce School

Fine Art, Year of Boldly.

Prepares for

Masks and Wig

Instruction in Steps at the Cortiss School.

Former Chorus Members

Call Louis 9129 for Information

SALE

4041 Spruce St.

Fine for a Fraternity House

Chop to receive an Estate

F. H. Scott, Attorney at Law.

E. J. SPRINGER OPTICAL CO.

2961 Market Street

Rye Examined Scientifically

Broken Lenses Duplicated

Open every evening, excepted on Wednesday.

THE WATKIN S JEWELRY STORE

406 and 408 Sixth St.

Fine Jewelry and Repairs

Special Attention to Wed.

The Fairmont Laundry

Special attention paid to alterations

247 S. Thirty-Seventh Street

WILLIAM E. GROLL

Quality Meats

Special attention given to Institutions, restaurants and boarding houses.

5801 Chestnut St.

BELLAK

PLAYERS TALKING MACHINES

1120 Chestnut Street

Wentworth Electric & Manufacturing Company

East Pittsburgh, PA.

Three 400 kw. 3600

rpm. Steam Turbine

Generator Units

Performance

Load kw. 2000

Steam Pressure Lbs. gauge 135

Thermal Eff. F. 9

Differential in Mg. 7

Efficiency Rating 54.7

Three 30,000 kw.

8000 R. P. M. 2.14 A.

5000-ampere Tur-

Generator Electric

Performance

Load kw. 2500

Steam Pressure Lbs. gauge 123

Thermal Eff. F. 9

Differential in Mg. 7

Efficiency Rating 54.7

Three 50,000 kw.

8000 R. P. M. 2.14 A.

5000-ampere Tur-

Generator Electric

Performance

Load kw. 2500

Steam Pressure Lbs. gauge 123

Thermal Eff. F. 9

Differential in Mg. 7

Efficiency Rating 54.7
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The Victoria Lunch

3713 SPRUCE ST.

Opp. Dorms.

The ideal eating place on the campus

Best Food; Cleanliness; Prompt Attention

High in everything except prices

Always Open

** EUREKA THEATRE **

Today

Artistic Special
"EYES OF TIGER"

To-night

Bessie Barriscale in "TO DIE IN SEASON"

5941-43 MARKET STREET

Typewriters Rented!

SPECIAL RATES TO STUDENTS

American Writing Machine Co.

402 Chestnut St.


Type Floors of WOODLAND AVENUE

12-3 Chicken Dinner 5-7

Open Sunday

Reseatable Places

Wyle, Innes & Barbieri

LEADING COLLEGE TEACHERS

1115 Walnut Street

Drovers and Merchants National Bank

3014-16 MARKET STREET

Accounts of Students and Fastenates Solicited

SAMUEL, G. HALE, Pres. CHAS. W. HALDEMAN, Vice Pres.

FRANK P. CLARK, Sec. EDWARD E. FAYTON, Cash. CHAS. M. MOHAN, Asst. Cash.

STUDIOS DANSANT

Dancing Every Evening at 1850 Market St.

Saturday Evens, Dancing for Double Only, 1232 Market St. (Our latest innovation)

BEASTON'S

Opp. DORMS.

Try our Hot Chocolate

The Studio of C. Elliott Woodruff

1123 Chestnut St.

Private Lessons and Dancing Class

Every Mon. and Tues.

Assembly Dances

Select Patronage

The Poster Contest is on

The Vitamin Luntch

3713 SPRUCE ST.

Opp. Dorms.

The ideal eating place on the campus

Best Food; Cleanliness; Prompt Attention

High in everything except prices

Always Open

FRANK P. CLARK, Vice Pres., 1430 Locust St.

CHAS. W. HALDEMAN, Pres., 3040 Chestnut St.

Mr. Williams hopes to be able to place many of these large corporations in positions of high standing, and the opportunity that is taken of this kind the salary will not increase in the same proportion as in business, but the opportunities are very good.

"We are also recruiting impatient young men from large corporations such as bank and brokerage houses. Many of these institutions will send special courses for their men to enlist their expert assistance. At present there seem to be a lack of openings on the part of the employers for their men who have the necessary training.

"Continued Play Tryouts.

Play tryouts will be held in the Pennsylvania Society rooms on Saturday.

The contest will be held for all parts in the role of the original plays, and the cooperation of the Club is needed.

Through the aid of this questionnaire, Mr. Williams hopes to be able to place many of these large corporations in positions of high standing, and the opportunity that is taken of this kind the salary will not increase in the same proportion as in business, but the opportunities are very good.

"We are also recruiting impatient young men from large corporations such as bank and brokerage houses. Many of these institutions will send special courses for their men to enlist their expert assistance. At present there seem to be a lack of openings on the part of the employers for their men who have the necessary training.

"Continued Play Tryouts.

Play tryouts will be held in the Pennsylvania Society rooms on Saturday.

The contest will be held for all parts in the role of the original plays, and the cooperation of the Club is needed.
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Wentinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company

East Pittsburgh, PA.

Incorporated 1881

Berkshire Life Insurance Company

DP 1. T. S. FLA., MASS.

We are always ready to talk with young men about entering the life insurance business and connecting themselves with this Company.

There has never been a time when life insurance has been in such popular favor as now; nor a time when people are so dependent upon life insurance, and has never been generally recognized as a necessity. Because of these conditions the business opens the great opportunity for young men starting in life, requiring no invested capital and offering features such as few lines of business offer.

E. H. PLUMMER, General Agent,

312 Walnut Street


J. E. CALDWELL & CO.

CHESTNUT & JUNIPER STREETS

PHILADELPHIA

Jewels

Goldsmiths

Silversmiths

An unique stock that satisfies the most discriminating taste.

Pamphlet and Cardial Attention to Purchases by Mail.

SILVERPOWELL

MILK

ICE CREAM

854-90 North 46th Street

WANGENHEIM & CO.

247 S. Thirty-Seventh Street

Best food

Cleanliness

Purity

Attention

Our Popularity with Young Men for the past year has led by intelligent and careful serving to its requirements.

JACOB REEDS SONS

1830 Market St.

The Poster Contest is on
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Wentinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company

East Pittsburgh, PA.

3014-16 Market St.

Saturday Evens, Dancing for Double Only, 1232 Market St. (Our latest innovation)

DANSANT MATTIIMA

Saturday Afternoons, 1832 Market St. 9:40 to 3:40

New Studio, a step the Colonial Theatre, Germantown Avenue

The Poster Contest is on
**ALUMNI CLUBS**

MEET TO-MORROW

Meeting for their first conference since 1914, the Associated Pennsylvania Clubs will assemble tomorrow and Thursday at the Hotel Du Pont, in Wilmington, Del. The sectional alumni organizations of the University, it is expected that the seventy-two official delegates who have already accepted will be accompanied by a number of unofficial delegates from the off-campus chapters, and that the program has been divided among the sessions, so that the audience will devote itself to the committee reports and to reorganization of the alumni. Definite plans will be drawn up at this time and submitted to the Alumni Departmental committees before the general meeting in June.

In order to insure a constant round of entertainment, a well-balanced program has been planned by the committee in charge of the parley. This includes a luncheon and theatre party on Wednesday. Thursday has been set for the election of officers, as well as for the holding of the alumni banquet.

---

**White House Cafe**

EATING HEADQUARTERS FOR U. OF P. STUDENTS

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT.

RUBE MILLER.

Have your shoes repaired the DORMITORY WAY.

White Sole complete with Neclli.

$2.60.

DORMITORY SHOE SHOP

267 S. THIRTY-SEVENTH ST.

---

**CLOTHING & HABERDASHERY of Exclusive Quality at Sensible Prices Best & Co.**

Fifth Avenue at 35th Street
New York

Men's Entrance
Shop

1 West 35th Street

---

**THEURKISH CIGARETTE**

THAT old-fashioned Turkish taste in Murad is one of its chief charms.

That old-fashioned Turkish taste is the result of 100% pure Turkish tobacco — and when a cigarette is made of Turkish tobacco it is made of the world's most famous tobacco.

There are other cigarettes — but no "others" like Murad.

It is true that "ordinary" cigarettes cost a trifle less.

Judge for yourself!

---

**Tomlinson's Dining Room**

REMODELED AND ENLARGED

3702-3704 Spruce Street

Everybody Welcome

---

**A Big Special Sale**

of our Finest, Highest Priced Overcoats and Winter Suits at the lowest reductions these first quality garments are going to be offered at this season!

We hold only one Special Sale of this kind at the end of each season. So it is we reduce our best merchandise to the lowest figures they can be offered at. We do it to close them out so as to make room for the goods of the new season. It is the occasion on which many men supply themselves at considerable savings with the high quality suits and overcoats they desire but do not always care to pay full season prices.

If you have the taste and that talent for saving, this is the date of sales for you!

|$50 to $100 Overcoats, Now $40 to $80
|$50 to $75 Suits, Now $40 to $60

PERRY & CO., "N. B. T."

16th and Chestnut Streets